
 
 

The Best List Growth Tools for SMBs

FORGET 2 % CONVERSION.
With Privy,  small and medium sized businesses turn as much as 
10%, 20%, or more of their web traffic into email subscribers. All 
without bothering their web development team or IT department.

GROW YOUR LIST WITH BEAUTIFUL  
WELCOME POP UPS

Create beautiful pop ups, flyouts, and other displays with easy 
to use targeting and triggers designed to welcome visitors to 
your site with a special offer or sign up request.

INCREASE YOUR BLOG SUBSCRIBERS 
WITH FLYOUTS

Use flyouts on your blog to capture engaged readers and add 
them to your list.

CAPTURE NEW CONTACTS  
BEFORE THEY LEAVE

Launch targeted displays with exit intent and special offers  
to capture high value segments of your audience before  
they disappear.

CREATE MOBILE OPTIMIZED DISPLAYS  
AND LANDING PAGES

Use flyouts and landing pages to create high converting  
displays, offers, and forms specifically for your mobile visitors.

GROW YOUR LIST. SAVE ABANDONED CARTS. DRIVE REPEAT SALES. PRIVY.COM

“As a small business,  
I was reluctant to lock up 

 money for a year on Privy, 
 but it was worth it as soon as  

the first campaign finished.”  
- HOWLER MAGAZINE



DRIVE REPEAT VISITS  
AND SALES WITH EMAIL____

Send newsletters, autoresponders, coupon reminders, and 
welcome series that drive people back to your site to make  
a purchase.

PROMOTE UN-GATED CONTENT  
AND NEW PRODUCTS

Use “no form” displays to promote new or featured content 
and products to key segments of your audience. 

Privy Pricing 
Start free and run as many displays as you want, capture as many signups as you can, and create as many 

landing pages as you need. Get full pricing details on our Pricing Page at Privy.com/pricing

WHY CHOOSE PLUS? 
$24/MONTH

• Create mobile and desktop specific campaigns

• Show or hide campaigns on specific site pages

• Redirect users after signup

• Remove the Privy logo from your campaigns

WHY CHOOSE COMMERCE? 
$79/MONTH

• Choose from dozens of advanced targeting options like  
cart value, initial URL, source, session, pageviews, country, 
time, date, and more

• Automatically generate unique coupon codes for your  
campaigns as needed

WHO USES PRIVY?
Join the over 250,000 businesses like Hubble Contacts,  
Universal Music Group, Dude Perfect, and Dormify using 
Privy’s to grow their email lists and increase their sales.

GROW YOUR LIST. SAVE ABANDONED CARTS. DRIVE REPEAT SALES. PRIVY.COM

SYNC NEW CONTACTS AND OFFERS TO  
YOUR OTHER SYSTEMS

Automatically sync new contacts to any list within your  
external email service as soon as they sign up. 


